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Abstract: Pair production of colored particles is in general accompanied by production
of QCD bound states (onia) slightly below the pair-production threshold. Bound state
annihilation leads to resonant signals, which in some cases are easier to see than the decays
of the pair-produced constituents. In a previous paper (arXiv:1204.1119) we estimated
the bound state signals, at leading order and in the Coulomb approximation, for particles
with various spins, color representations and electric charges, and used 7 TeV ATLAS and
CMS resonance searches to set rough limits. Here we update our results to include 8 and
13 TeV data. We find that the recently reported diphoton excesses near 750 GeV could
indeed be due to a bound state of this kind. A narrow resonance of the correct size could
be obtained for a color-triplet scalar with electric charge −4/3 and mass near 375 GeV,
if (as a recent lattice computation suggests) the wave function at the origin is somewhat
larger than anticipated. Pair production of this particle could have evaded detection up
to now. Other candidates may include a triplet scalar of charge 5/3, a triplet fermion of
charge −4/3, and perhaps a sextet scalar of charge −2/3.
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1 Introduction
Any colored particle within the kinematic range of the LHC is guaranteed to be pair
produced, with a model-independent minimal rate determined by its color representation,
spin and mass. However, whether the particle will be discovered, and how easy it will be
to discern its properties, depends very strongly on its decay modes. For example, many
efforts have been dedicated to searches for stops (superpartners of the top quark). While
in some scenarios stops have been excluded up to above 1 TeV (e.g., [1]), certain regions
of the parameter space still allow stops even lighter than 200 GeV [2].
For this reason, it is useful to keep in mind that in addition to pair production at
√
sˆ >
2m, any colored particle also has QCD bound states produced at
√
sˆ slightly below 2m.
When these bound states annihilate, they produce resonant signals in the dijet, diphoton,
dilepton, photon+jet, and other channels. Many of these signals are determined in a
largely model-independent way by the particle’s mass, spin and gauge quantum numbers,
and are present regardless of how obscure the usual decays of the particle might be. As we
argued in [3], these resonant signals can play an important role in determining the particle’s
properties. In some scenarios, they can even be a discovery channel, as we will illustrate in
the context of the recently reported excesses near M ∼ 750 GeV in the ATLAS and CMS
diphoton resonance searches [4, 5].
In [3] we computed the bound state annihilation signals, at leading order and in the
Coulomb approximation, for a variety of particles.1 Here we update our work to include
the results of the 8 TeV and the early 13 TeV searches by ATLAS and CMS. This leads to
new model-independent bounds on the possible masses of yet-unknown colored particles,
as a function of their spin, color representation and electric charge.
1For other studies of bound state phenomenology at the LHC, see [6–24].
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The bound state annihilation signals are complementary to signals from pair produc-
tion. On the one hand, they apply even to constituents that decay to obscure final states.
On the other, they can be evaded only if the constituents are short-lived, with a width
larger than the bound-state annihilation width (∼ 10−5m for a color triplet), which dilutes
the resonances. But a substantial width is usually only possible if the particle has unsup-
pressed two-body decays (as in the example of toponium [25], reviewed in [17]), which are
often relatively easy to search for [26–31].
We will see that in the case of the 750 GeV excess, it is possible, if the excess turns out
to be a narrow resonance, that it is the signal of a QCD bound state of particles X, X¯ that
would not otherwise have been discovered up to now. (This possibility was also suggested
earlier in [23], but with different conclusions.) The most attractive possibilities are that
X is a color-triplet scalar of charge Q = −4/3 or 5/3, or a color-triplet fermion with
Q = −4/3.2 The option of a Q = −2/3 sextet scalar may also be viable if its dominant
decay is to ≥ 4 jets.
2 Approximations and Uncertainties
In a previous paper [3], we derived the properties of the bound state annihilation signals
as a function of the constituent particle’s mass m, spin (j = 0, 1/2 or 1), color represen-
tation (R = 3, 6, 8, 10, 15, . . . ) and electric charge Q. We assumed these particles have
no sizable couplings apart from the Standard Model gauge interactions; in particular we
assume their coupling to the Higgs is small and that all fermions are vector-like. With the
Coulomb approximation for the QCD binding potential, these calculations are straightfor-
ward. Importantly, in evaluating the long-distance part of the matrix elements (via the
square of the wave function at the origin) we use αs evaluated at the scale of the state’s
typical size,
√〈r2〉, while in the short-distance parts of the production and annihilation
matrix elements we evaluate αs at the mass m. This approximation is expected to be
fairly reliable for particles with masses of O(100 GeV) and above, since αs ∼ 0.1 and the
bound state size, of order 2/(αsm), is much smaller than the confinement scale, 1/ΛQCD.
Uncertainties from varying the scale at which αs is evaluated are of order 25%.
Our calculation can be improved using a potential that includes the running coupling to
some order and the long-distance non-perturbative effects extracted from charmonium and
bottomonium, as in [33, 34]. However, other higher-order corrections are important too. In
toponium, an NNLO calculation [35] differs significantly from the NLO result; fortunately,
as recently shown [36] through an N3LO calculation, this order appears sufficient for a
stable computation of the tt¯ threshold, which is tamed in part by the top quark’s width.
For a more complicated structure with narrow resonances, we are not sure of the situation.
In [16] it is shown that for a bound state of color-octet fermions, there is a large positive
NNLO correction to the wave function at the origin.
One might expect that at least the uncertainties for color triplets are by now under
control, given the level of interest in stoponium and heavier quarkonium. However, this
2Note added: On the day this paper was submitted to the arXiv, the paper [32] appeared, which studies
the fermion scenario and has some overlap with our results for that case.
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has recently come into question. On the one hand, it was shown in [14] that the diphoton
resonance arising from stoponium of mass 750 GeV, computed at leading order using the
potential approximation suggested in [33], is about 0.06 fb at 13 TeV. It was then shown
in [18] that the NLO corrections (and other small effects) increase the diphoton rate by
25%, leaving it a factor of 1.7 or so below the Coulomb approximation used in [3]. But in
the past year, the lattice work of [37] claims a wave-function-squared at the origin 3.5–4
times larger than the result derived from the potential model approach of [33]. This makes
it larger than the Coulomb approximation.
If the lattice claim is even partially correct, it would have an important impact. Scaling
up the cross sections from stoponium to constituents with |Q| = 4/3, one finds that [18]
predicts a diphoton resonance with a 13 TeV cross section of order 1.3 fb, while [37] predicts
one of order 4.5 fb. Whether a bound state of |Q| = 4/3 scalars can explain the diphoton
excess is therefore dependent on the resolution of the current discrepancy between the
two methods. Certainly the new lattice calculation, given its important claim, should be
confirmed by a second calculation.
Since the above-mentioned theoretical discrepancy is so large, and its consequence so
significant, the use of a calculation which claims high precision might be misleading, and so
we feel we must remain agnostic. As we did in [3], here we use only leading-order Coulomb-
potential expressions for annihilation rates and parton-level production cross sections, along
with the NLO MSTW 2008 parton distribution functions [38], to compute the LHC signals
for
√
s = 8 TeV and 13 TeV. We therefore accept large uncertainties on our predictions,
which we assume to be a factor of two up or down. This still allows us to obtain interesting
bounds, and a small list of candidates which could explain the diphoton excess. For these
candidates, a much more precise treatment is warranted.
A further uncertainty in our results arises because we extract limits by applying ATLAS
and CMS results, each of which is obtained for a fixed spin and production channel, to
other spins and channels. Since acceptance and signal shape have some dependence on the
spin of the resonance, its intrinsic width, and whether a jet is due to a parton-level gluon
or quark, this adds to our uncertainies. We expect this issue is subleading compared to
the uncertainties in our signal predictions.
A final uncertainty of importance, when considering whether a bound state signal could
explain the diphoton excess at 750 GeV, concerns the size of the excess itself. A QCD
bound state of a particle with non-extreme quantum numbers is necessarily narrow, while
the excess reported by ATLAS [4] is quite wide, of order 45 GeV with a large uncertainty.
But the excess at CMS [5] is smaller, with no clear preference for a large width, and there
are no large excesses at Run 1 [39–41]. This suggests that the ATLAS excess may be a real
signal combined with a large fluctuation, making the excess appear larger and wider than
the underlying physical signal. If so, a narrow resonance could be the source of the excess,
but its signal should be on the lower side, perhaps in the 3 fb range. It should certainly
not be as large as 10 fb, as would be naively obtained from the ATLAS Run 2 data alone.
We therefore assume that a narrow resonance needs to have a signal between 3 fb – 6 fb
to be a candidate for explaining the excess.
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Figure 1. Bound state dijet signals at
√
s = 8 TeV (left) and 13 TeV (right) as a function of the
bound state mass. Results are shown for particles with spin j = 0 (solid black), 1/2 (dashed blue)
and 1 (dotted red), in color representations R = 3,6,8,10,15, as indicated next to each curve, and
are independent of the electric charge. Limits from ATLAS (8 TeV [42], 13 TeV [43]) are shown
in thick pink, and CMS (8 TeV [44, 45], 13 TeV [46]) in thick blue. The green vertical line is at
M = 750 GeV.
3 Limits on Resonances and the 750 GeV Excess
3.1 Dijet resonances
A particle of any spin and in any color representation can form S-wave bound states with its
antiparticle. These bound states, of various colors, are produced from gg (and from qq¯, in
the case of spin-1/2 particles in representations higher than the triplet) via the color gauge
interactions of their constituents. They can similarly annihilate back to gg (or qq¯). Dijet
resonance signals are shown in figure 1. The cross sections are plotted as a function of the
bound state mass, which is approximately twice the mass of the constituent: M ≈ 2m. Also
shown are current ATLAS and CMS limits at 8 and 13 TeV.3 These limits do not constrain
color triplets of any spin, and probably allow color-octet and -sextet scalars. Particles in
the 10 and 15 representations are excluded up to M ∼ 1400 GeV (m ∼ 700 GeV), so
we will not consider them further here. Note the results above are for complex octets; for
Q = 0 an octet can be real, which reduces the dijet signal by 2.
Importantly, these constraints are independent of electric charge, as long as the charge
is not large. For states with large enough charge, the branching fraction of the state to gg
may no longer be close to 100%; decays to electroweak final states may dominate. This
happens for |Q| & 2.
3For the ATLAS searches [42, 43], we used the limits provided on Gaussian shapes. Based on a simulation
of a scalar gg resonance in [3], we assumed that the peak’s mean mass is shifted down by 8.5% relative to
the resonance mass, its width is 10%, and the acceptance is 30%.
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The above results apply to SU(2) singlets. For SU(2) multiplets of isospin I that have
weak couplings to the Higgs boson and so are near-degenerate, the cross section is typically
increased by up to a factor of 2I + 1. This has no serious impact on triplets, but isospin
multiplets of octets and sextets are constrained.
3.2 Diphoton resonances
A particle of any spin and in any color representation can form a color-singlet S-wave bound
state with its antiparticle. If the particle is charged, its spin-0 (and spin-2, if present) bound
states, which are produced from gg, can annihilate also to γγ. Below we consider only
particles that can decay to Standard Model particles (and possibly new invisible particles),
which restricts Q for a given color representation R; for R = 3, the allowed values are
Q = −1/3,+2/3,−4/3,+5/3, . . ., while for R = 8 only integer Q are allowed, etc. In the
limit that the annihilation to gg dominates, the γγ signals are proportional to Q4.
Assuming that the total bound state width is dominated by annihilation decays (to gg,
γγ, Zγ and ZZ, for SU(2)-singlet particles), the diphoton signals are shown in figure 2 for
color representations R = 3, 6, 8 at
√
s = 13 TeV. Also shown are limits from the ATLAS
and CMS diphoton resonance searches. We indicate the signal size required to explain the
excesses at 750 GeV, roughly between 3 and 6 fb (see above, and also e.g., [47–52]), by a
rectangle.
We see, for example, that a stoponium bound state (i.e., j = 0, R = 3, Q = 2/3)
would not produce a sufficiently large diphoton signal at M = 750 GeV, as has already
been noted in [23, 50].4 On the other hand, a diphoton signal of the right size could arise,
for example, from a particle with
j = 0 , R = 3 , Q = −4
3
(3.1)
or
j = 0 , R = 3 , Q =
5
3
. (3.2)
The corresponding bound states have γγ branching fractions of 8% and 17%, resulting in
γγ signals of 2.3 fb and 4.8 fb, respectively, with large uncertainties as discussed above.
For Q = −4/3 to explain the diphoton excess it is necessary that the Coulomb prediction
is an underestimate, as would be claimed by the recent lattice computation of [37], and
not an overestimate as computed in [14, 18].
Another option is
j =
1
2
, R = 3 , Q = −4
3
. (3.3)
Here the γγ branching fraction is 8% and the γγ signal is 4.7 fb up to uncertainties.5
4Ref. [23] proposed that the excess could instead be due to a diquarkonium, a bound state of particles
with j = 0, R = 6, Q = 4/3. Our results disagree with the original and revised versions of this paper.
According to figure 2 (bottom-left), the signal of such a bound state would be too large by an order of
magnitude.
5Formally, a color triplet of spin 1 and charge 2/3 is also consistent with the data, but to embed such a
particle of low mass into a realistic extension of the Standard Model seems daunting.
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Figure 2. Bound state diphoton signals at
√
s = 13 TeV for color triplets (top), sextets (bottom-
left) and octets (bottom-right) as a function of the bound state mass. Results are shown for
constituents with spin j = 0 (solid black), 1/2 (dashed blue) and 1 (dotted red), for the values of
electric charge Q indicated on each curve. Limits are from ATLAS [4] (thick pink) and CMS [5]
(thick blue). The green rectangle shows the signal size range that can be inferred from the excesses
observed in [4, 5] at M ≈ 750 GeV.
Finally we have the option of
j = 0 , R = 6 , Q = −2
3
. (3.4)
The corresponding bound state has a γγ branching fraction of 0.10%, resulting in a γγ
signal of 3.9 fb.
Each of the above candidates could be part of an SU(2) multiplet, as long as it has
the largest electric charge and the mass splittings in the multiplet are too small to allow
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rapid cascade decays. Since γγ rates go as Q4, the other members of the multiplet do not
contribute appreciably to the signal. However they can contribute to other channels, as we
already mentioned above in the dijet case. There are also changes to the diphoton rates due
to WW annihilations and shifts in ZZ and Zγ annihilation widths.6 For SU(2) doublets
this effect is minor for all our candidates because the dominant annihilation channel remains
gg.
It is also possible to obtain γγ signals from bound states of electrically neutral particles,
generated via loops involving charged particles. For sufficiently high color representations,
the γγ signal can be sizable despite the loop suppression. This has been studied for the
gluinonium in the MSSM [16, 19]. In the context of the 750 GeV excess, the gluinonium
signal has been explored in [24] and was found insufficient. As we have noted, higher color
representations are excluded by the searches for dijet resonances (figure 1).
3.3 Photon+jet, dilepton and other electroweak diboson signals
Additional constraints arise from searches for photon+jet and dilepton resonances, as we
studied in [3] and will update here. There are also potential constraints from Zγ, ZZ and
WW resonances, which we will briefly discuss. However it appears that none of these can
currently eliminate any of the X candidates of eqs. (3.1)-(3.4).
A γg final state can arise from a color-octet XX¯ bound state for R = 6 (as well as
for higher colors already excluded by dijet searches), which has mass slightly above the
corresponding color-singlet bound state. Color triplets have no such bound states, while
for R = 8 the octet states created in gg collisions have the wrong color wavefunction to
decay to γg. These photon+jet signals are proportional to Q2. The possible signals for
a sextet with |Q| = 2/3 are shown7 in figure 3, along with limits from ATLAS and CMS
searches, for
√
s = 7, 8, 13 TeV.8 We see that the sextet scalar candidate for the diphoton
excess is formally excluded by ATLAS [54]; however, recall that the signal has considerable
uncertainties. It will likely be possible to eliminate or observe this signal in Run 2, as
indicated by extrapolating the recent limit of [55], shown in the lower panel of figure 3,
down to 750 GeV.
Meanwhile, for spin-1/2 fermions, sizable dilepton signals arise when spin-1 color-
singlet bound states annihilate via a γ/Z. These are absent for scalar constituents. The
current limits on these signals are shown in figure 4. For example, while a color-sextet
fermion with Q = −2/3 could marginally fit the diphoton excess, it is excluded by the
6For the highest-|Q| particle of an SU(2) multiplet with isospin I, the rates are given by
ΓZγ
Γγγ
=
2
(
I − |Q| sin2 θW
)2
Q2 sin2 θW cos2 θW
,
ΓZZ
Γγγ
=
(
I − |Q| sin2 θW
)4
Q4 sin4 θW cos4 θW
,
ΓWW
Γγγ
=
I2
2Q4 sin4 θW
.
7Note that the formula in [3] for the photon+jet signal is too small by a factor of two. We use the
corrected expression here.
8For the ATLAS searches [53–55], we used the limits provided on Gaussian shapes. Based on a simulation
of a scalar γg resonance in [3], we assumed that the peak’s mean mass is shifted down by 5% relative to
the resonance mass, its width is 7%, and the acceptance is 33%.
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Figure 3. Bound state photon+jet signals for particles with |Q| = 2/3 at √s = 7 TeV (top-left),
8 TeV (top-right) and 13 TeV (bottom) as a function of the bound state mass. Results are shown
for particles with spin j = 0 (solid black), 1/2 (dashed blue) and 1 (dotted red), in the color
representation R = 6. Limits from ATLAS (7 TeV [53], 8 TeV [54], 13 TeV [55]) are shown in thick
pink, and CMS (8 TeV [56]) in thick blue. The green vertical line is at M = 750 GeV.
dilepton resonance searches. On the other hand, the color triplet Q = −4/3 fermion
candidate of eq. (3.3) is not excluded.
Finally let us comment on Zγ, ZZ and WW resonances from these bound states.
Sensitivity at 8 TeV to Zγ resonances [61] was about 10 times weaker than for γγ [39–41],
and weaker still for ZZ [62–65] and WW [63, 66, 67]. It is early days at 13 TeV and
there is still no Zγ search. The 13 TeV ZZ and WW searches [68–71] do not all reach
down to 750 GeV, but suggest sensitivity about 50 times weaker in that mass range than
the corresponding expected limits from γγ searches [4, 5]. Of course the sensitivity to the
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Figure 4. Bound state dilepton signals (for any single flavor of leptons) for spin-1/2 particles with
|Q| = 2/3 (solid brown), 1 (dotted blue) and 4/3 (dashed green) at √s = 8 TeV (left) and 13 TeV
(right) as a function of the bound state mass. Results are shown for particles in color representations
R = 3,6,8, as indicated next to each curve. Limits from ATLAS (8 TeV [57], 13 TeV [58]) are
shown in thick pink, and CMS (8 TeV [59], 13 TeV [60]) in thick blue. The green vertical line is at
M = 750 GeV.
diboson signatures will improve greatly over the next few years as the integrated luminosity
increases by two orders of magnitude and the searches are optimized.
The diboson rates, relative to γγ, are given in table 1. We consider both the SU(2)-
singlet case and cases of near-degenerate SU(2) multiplets where we sum the contributions
to each diboson final state from all the particles in the multiplet.
For SU(2) singlets, and for Q = −4/3 or 5/3 color-triplets in an SU(2) doublet, the
various diboson resonance cross sections from the full multiplet are comparable to that of
the diphoton resonance, which puts these signals well out of near-term reach. However, for
Q = −2/3 color-sextets in an SU(2) doublet, these resonances can be significantly larger
than the diphoton resonance. For a 750 GeV resonance they would perhaps be discovered
well before the end of Run 2.
Color-triplet SU(2) triplets require a separate discussion. Like the isodoublet color
sextets, they can have diboson rates larger than for γγ, and the observed resonances are
further enhanced as they receive contributions from all states in the multiplet. But the gg
width of the bound state is much smaller than for a color sextet, and the width to γZ,
ZZ and WW for the |Q| = 4/3 (5/3) state is larger by a factor of about 8 (3) than the γγ
width (see footnote 6). Since the γγ branching fraction in the isosinglet case is about 8%
(17%), the diboson widths reduce the branching fractions to gg and γγ in the isotriplet
scenario, affecting the rates shown in figures 1 and 2. This disfavors the possibility of a
Q = −4/3 scalar that is part of an isotriplet.
Thus if any WW , ZZ or Zγ resonances around 750 GeV were observed soon, it would
rule out the isosinglet and isodoublet options, excepting the color sextet isodoublet, though
– 9 –
I |Q| σZγ/σγγ σZZ/σγγ σWW /σγγ
0 any 0.63 0.10 0
1/2
2/3 3.7 6.3 21
4/3 0.32 1.1 1.4
5/3 0.31 0.72 0.54
1
4/3 3.7 6.3 14
5/3 1.5 3.2 6.3
Table 1. Diboson rates, summed over the SU(2) multiplet, for different choices of the weak isospin
I and the highest electric charge in the multiplet, |Q|. (For I = 1, the numbers depend slightly on
the color representation and are shown for the color-triplet case.)
the latter is testable in the photon+jet channel. If and when such resonances are observed,
their relative sizes compared to the diphoton resonance would determine the isospin of the
X multiplet and, for nonzero isospin, its hypercharge.
3.4 Constraints from X pair production
Since model-independent constraints leave several candidates that could produce the ob-
served diphoton excess, we should ask whether other searches for X via its pair production
could exclude some or all of them. As we will now see, firm exclusion is impossible.
For example, a scalar triplet with Q = −4/3 may decay predominantly to pairs of jets
through the interaction
L = −cij
2
αβγ X
∗α uβi u
γ
j + h.c., (3.5)
where ui is the i-th generation SU(2)-singlet up-type antiquark field, α, β, γ are color
indices, and cij = −cji are coupling constants. This dimension-four operator,9 which me-
diates decays such as
X → u¯ c¯ , (3.6)
is similar to one of the R-parity violating (RPV) operators in the MSSM, through which
a stop can decay, for instance, as t˜1 → d¯ s¯ (see [78] for a review). The pair-production
and decay signatures of the two scenarios are in fact identical, as long as one does not
employ charm tagging. The production cross sections are approximately equal since they
are dominated by the color gauge interactions. Conveniently, the RPV stop scenario is one
of the benchmark models of the CMS searches [30, 31] and there is currently no exclusion
of a top squark at m ≈ 375 GeV. By contrast, a charge −2/3 sextet decaying to didj is
excluded, as seen in the lower panel of figure 5.
Depending on the flavor structure of cij in eq. (3.5), a color triplet Q = −4/3 scalar
may also decay as
X → t¯ u¯ or t¯ c¯ . (3.7)
9Although cij violates flavor, it must by assumption be less than 10
−2 (and greater than 10−7) so that
the XX¯ annihilation dominates over X decay (and X decays promptly). It is thus unlikely that X can be
observed as a qq → X¯ resonance. Moreover, cij is potentially immune to existing flavor constraints [72].
Such diquarks have appeared, for example, in [73–77].
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Figure 5. Limits on pair-produced particles decaying to two, three or four jets, or top+jet,
overlaid with their leading-order cross sections (see appendix C of [3]) at
√
s = 7 TeV (top) and
8 TeV (bottom), for particles with spin j = 0 (solid black), 1/2 (dashed blue) and 1 (dotted red),
in color representations R = 3,6,8, as indicated next to each curve. The limits on jj decays
are from refs. [28, 29] (7 TeV, ATLAS), [30] (7 TeV, CMS, stop scenario) and [31] (8 TeV, CMS,
stop scenario). The limits on jjj decays are from [79] (7 TeV, ATLAS), [80, 81] (7 TeV, CMS),
[82] (8 TeV, ATLAS) and [83] (8 TeV, CMS). An example limit on jjjj decays (see text for details)
is from [84] (7 TeV, CMS). For tj decays, the limit in brown is from [85] and in orange is from [86]
(both are 8 TeV, CMS). The green vertical line indicates m = 750 GeV/2.
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These decays seem to be unconstrained as well.10 The limits from the CMS searches [85, 86]
for pair-produced top-plus-jet resonances are also included in figure 5. The limit from [85]
lies well above the cross section for scalar triplets, and does not even extend down to
375 GeV due to uncontrollable tt¯-plus-jets backgrounds. The search [86] does cover the
relevant mass range, but is not sufficiently sensitive either. Moreover, because it requires
the light jets to fail a loose b-tagging selection, its limit applies only to X → t¯ u¯ decays,
while the sensitivity to decays with a charm, X → t¯ c¯, is significantly reduced.
A Q = −4/3 color-triplet fermion, if an SU(2) singlet, can decay, for instance, to
di(u¯jdk) where the quark-antiquark pair are in a color singlet or octet. If uj = u, c, the
resulting three-jet decay is naively disfavored. As seen in figure 5, the current limit from
CMS [83] is about 3.5 pb, above the leading-order cross section (shown in the figure) but
right at the latest precision cross section of 3.5± 0.2 pb [87] (not shown). At ATLAS, the
7 TeV search [79] does not quite exclude a color-triplet fermion, while the 8 TeV limits [82]
do not extend to 375 GeV. However, all these searches assume X decays to three jets
with comparable pT . If instead the decay occurs in two steps and produces two hard jets
and one softer jet, then the limits are correspondingly weakened; a similar loophole was
pointed out for gluinos in [88]. Meanwhile, searches for RPV gluinos decaying to tjj [82]
may well exclude the case where uj = t, but no explicit limit at 375 GeV is published. And
again there is a loophole if one jet is characteristically softer than the other. We cannot
therefore exclude a Q = −4/3 color-triplet fermion, though it may be disfavored unless its
decay involves a second (perhaps colorless) on- or off-shell particle with mass near or below
375 GeV.
An isosinglet color-triplet scalar with Q = 5/3 cannot decay renormalizably, and typi-
cally produces at least four jets if it decays all-hadronically, as inX → uiujukdr or d¯id¯j d¯kur.
Something similar applies for a sextet with Q = −2/3 if, as required by figure 5, its diquark
decays are suppressed. For the X to decay promptly, these interactions must be induced by
particles whose mass is below, or not too far above, 375 GeV. Constraints on particles de-
caying to four jets, for several specific models, were set in [84] based on the 7 TeV dataset.
One example of a limit (for a particle with 10% width decaying via a pair of intermediate
particles with mass m/3) is included in figure 5. Color-triplet scalars are clearly allowed.
For color sextets, there is not much room. However, considering the subtleties of multi-jet
searches (see discussions in [88, 89]), it is plausible that some color-sextet scenarios are still
allowed. The analogous 8 TeV search [90] (not shown) is both less sensitive and addresses
only much higher masses.
Thus in principle all the candidates mentioned in section 3.2 can have escaped current
detection, if their decays are appropriately obscure. Nor are the cases discussed above the
only possibilities. For example, a Q = −4/3 or 5/3 isodoublet color-triplet scalar could
decay, via a soft off-shell W , to a slightly lighter SU(2) partner, which in turn decays to
two quarks. This effectively doubles the partner’s cross section for (qq)(q¯q¯), which is just
barely allowed; see figure 5, and recall the signals shown are leading order. Another option
involves mostly invisible decays of X to soft quark jets plus a new invisible particle, whose
10There is no corresponding mode for a charge −2/3 sextet scalar since it cannot decay to up-type quarks.
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mass lies not too far below 375 GeV. The monojet limits on stop and sbottom [91, 92],
which allow invisibly-decaying triplet scalars with m ≈ 375 GeV, and on a similar scenario
with 8 degenerate flavors of light squarks at around 420 GeV [93], suggest that any invisible
or mostly-invisible particle with pair-production cross section  3 pb is excluded. This
eliminates the near-invisible option for color sextet scalars and perhaps also for triplet
fermions.
In conclusion, we find that existing non-resonance searches do not firmly exclude any
of the candidates of eqs. (3.1)-(3.4), though they do provide important constraints on the
dominant final states in X decays, especially for sextet scalars (triplet fermions) whose
simplest decay modes are excluded (disfavored). In several of the cases we considered,
discovery of X pair production is possibly within reach at 13 TeV, though there are a
number of possible final states, and the low energies could pose triggering challenges.
3.5 Width of the 750 GeV resonance
The 750 GeV excess in ATLAS displays a mild preference for a large width, Γ ≈ 45 GeV [4],
though this observation does not have a very large statistical significance. It also does not
receive support from CMS [5] (see also [51, 52]). Nevertheless it is important to note
that the signals discussed here all have a narrow width far below ATLAS and CMS mass
resolution.
For the charge −4/3 triplet scalar, the annihilation width of the S-wave ground state,
which makes the dominant contribution to the signal, is Γ ≈ 0.005 GeV, dominated by
annihilation to gg. Also, its binding energy is only Eb ≈ −3.4 GeV, so contributions from
excited states at slightly different masses (which altogether increase the cross section by a
factor ∼ 1.2) cannot make the total signal appear wide. The other candidates of eqs. (3.2)-
(3.4) still have small widths. For a sextet the binding is Eb ∼ −20 GeV, which means
that the second resonance, much smaller than the first, could lead to some widening of the
currently observed excess, but two separate peaks will be resolved with more statistics.
Thus a confirmation of a single resonance with a large width in future measurements
would clearly be inconsistent with the scenario of a single X. Obviously a loophole would
remain, in which multiple X particles that are for some reason split by tens of GeV could
temporarily mimic a wide resonance. This would also mean a lower required cross section
for each X, and therefore lower electric charges, spins and color representations would be
preferred. Constraints from multi-jet production (figure 5) would then become significant,
though still model-dependent.
It is interesting to note that if the bound-state annihilation signals are absent due to
overly rapid constituent decays, there will still be a broad feature in the diphoton spectrum
above the pair-production threshold, due to loops of X. The possibility that this feature
is responsible for the 750 GeV excess has been studied in [94].
4 Summary and Discussion
We have updated our earlier work [3] and determined the current constraints on colored
particles that follow from the non-observation of their near-threshold QCD resonances. We
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have studied diphoton, photon+jet, dijet and dilepton channels, using the latest ATLAS
and CMS searches. Our results for
√
s = 13 TeV will be useful for interpreting any resonant
excesses that might appear in these channels in the course of Run 2.
We also find that the 750 GeV diphoton excess, if it represents a real signal, might
be explained by supplementing the Standard Model with a single colored particle X with
m ≈ 375 GeV. A narrow γγ resonance then arises from the annihilation of an (XX¯) bound
state near the XX¯ pair-production threshold:
gg → (XX¯)→ γγ . (4.1)
(This was also proposed in [23], but our conclusions differ; see footnote 4.) We have
identified a number of candidates for the particle X that would give a signal of the right
size, within large theoretical uncertainties. We saw that in each case X can potentially
decay in a fashion that leaves its pair production hidden from all existing LHC searches.
Unsurprisingly this is most easily accomplished for color-triplet scalars, which have the
lowest pair-production cross section.
Among the various candidates listed in section 3.2, a triplet scalar with Q = −4/3
decaying to a pair of up-type antiquarks is perhaps the most theoretically compelling
option, as this decay proceeds through a dimension-four operator and does not involve any
additional unknown particles. This scenario motivates searches for 375 GeV pair-produced
particles, with each decaying to a light jet and a charm jet (e.g., along the lines of the RPV
stop searches [30, 31, 95]), or a top quark and a charm or light jet (similar to the excited
top or RPV sbottom signature [85, 86]). We see no especially well-motivated search for
the other candidates, though they might show up in various existing analyses. All these
measurements have challenging backgrounds.
Resonant signals due to annihilation channels other than γγ are thus essential to search
for. A resonant dijet (gg) signal of roughly 6 pb at
√
s = 13 TeV is expected for a sextet
scalar and may be easily observable if prescaled or scouting-like triggers [42, 44] allow. The
dijet resonance will be hard to observe for a triplet scalar or fermion, where it is of order 30
or 60 fb respectively. The sextet’s photon+jet resonance should be observable soon; recall
it was borderline excluded at Run 1 (figure 3). For the Q = −4/3 color-triplet fermion, a
dilepton signal of order 0.4 fb (per lepton flavor) lies in reach, though only with hundreds
of inverse fb of luminosity. Decays to Zγ, ZZ and WW are small for our candidates if
they are SU(2) singlets or doublets, and will not be observed soon, with the exception of
an isodoublet Q = −2/3 color sextet for which they could be detectable in Run 2. The
members of an isospin multiplet will also combine to give larger signals in both resonance
searches and pair-production searches.
Clearly precise calculations of the cross sections of possible diphoton resonances, and
in particular a resolution of current discrepancies on which the viability of the Q = −4/3
triplet scalar depends, are sorely needed. If a narrow diphoton resonance is confirmed
but no other signal (such as X pair production or another resonant channel) is observed,
comparison of the observed diphoton resonance cross section to a precise computation may
be the only way to determine whether a bound state of triplet scalars with Q = −4/3 or
with Q = 5/3 fits the data.
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Let us conclude by noting that the scenario of a QCD bound state is simpler than
many models that assume an elementary scalar at 750 GeV. The coupling of an elementary
scalar to photons via loops of Standard Model particles alone is never sufficient to account
for the signal, so one has to posit the existence of one or more additional charged particles
with large Yukawa couplings to the scalar, and/or large electric charges, and/or large
multiplicity (see, e.g., [47–50, 96–101]). Our scenario may also be contrasted with many
explanations with composite states proposed so far, by noting that no new strong dynamics
(e.g., [47, 48, 102–106]) or new confining forces (e.g., [98, 107, 108]) are involved in our
setup. In the scenario proposed here, a single particle X near 375 GeV, pair produced
via QCD, weakly bound due to QCD alone, and annihilating via QED, produces a narrow
resonance that could perhaps generate the observed excess. For X a Q = −4/3 color-
triplet scalar, no other new particles are required and the entire effective theory could be
renormalizable.
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